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Scaffolding proteins play a critical role in the assembly of certain viruses by directing the formation and
maturation of a precursor capsid. Using electron cryomicroscopy difference mapping, we have identified an
altered arrangement of a mutant scaffolding within the bacteriophage P22 procapsid. This mutant scaffolding
allows us to directly visualize scaffolding density within the P22 procapsid. Based on these observations we
propose a model for why the mutant prevents scaffolding release and capsid maturation.

Critical stages in many viral life cycles involve large-scale
conformational transitions. In certain classes of viruses, includ-
ing the herpesviruses, adenoviruses, and double-stranded-
DNA bacteriophages, the regulation of these transitions re-
quires scaffolding proteins, molecules not found in the mature
virion but essential for assembly (2, 4, 17). The assembly path-

way for these viruses is epitomized by the Salmonella phage
P22, a T57 icosahedral phage. Assembly of P22 requires ap-
proximately 300 scaffolding subunits in addition to 420 coat
subunits (3). These coassemble into a precursor structure, the
procapsid, that contains scaffolding subunits within the capsid
instead of DNA and is smaller and rounder than the mature

FIG. 1. Localization of the scaffolding protein within the R74C/L177I procapsid by difference maps computed between procapsids assembled in the absence of the
scaffolding protein (20) and the 22-Å structure of the R74C/L177I capsids. The R74C/L177I three-dimensional structure was determined using 161 particle images
obtained from purified R74C/L177I (6) capsids imaged at ;1.0 mm underfocus with 100-kV flood beam imaging. Prior to calculation of the difference maps, radial
scaling and density scaling were performed (1, 10, 22). Both algebraic difference maps (11) and the Student t test (12, 13, 21) were used to identify and confirm
statistically significant structural differences (19). Shown in white is the three-dimensional structure of the procapsid assembled in the absence of the scaffolding protein
(20). Shown in red is the density corresponding to the differences attributable to the scaffolding protein. No significant differences were observed on the outer procapsid
surface. (A) Inner surface, with differences at the trimer tips of the b, c, d, e, f, and g subunits circled. (B) Schematic diagram depicting the procapsid icosahedral lattice
inner surface view. The subunits with R74C/L177I scaffolding bound are identified by red circles.
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virion. Upon the commencement of DNA packaging, all of the
scaffolding molecules exit the procapsid intact, probably
through channels present at the centers of the hexameric cap-
someres, and are recycled in further rounds of procapsid as-
sembly (9). The DNA is packaged into the capsid and the
capsid undergoes conformational transitions resulting in ex-
pansion, angularization, and closure of the hexon channels
(16). The scaffolding protein plays a critical role in assembly, as
in the absence of scaffolding protein only aberrant, incorrectly
sized, or otherwise nonproductive capsids are formed (5).

An additional role for scaffolding in the maturation transi-
tion is suggested by the phenotype of a temperature-sensitive
scaffolding mutant, R74C/L177I. The mutant scaffolding pro-
tein assembles into procapsids, but the procapsids fail to pack-
age DNA (6). The R74C/L177I scaffolding protein appears to
be defective in the release step, because experiments in vitro
demonstrate that the mutant scaffolding is difficult to extract
from the procapsids (6). Although the mutant scaffolding pro-
teins can form disulfide-linked dimers (15), the mutant scaf-
folding shows altered in vitro extraction kinetics even under
reducing conditions (B. Greene, unpublished data), suggesting
that the cross-link itself is not the cause of the mutant pheno-
type. The site of the mutation is not within the scaffolding
domain required for binding to the coat protein but in a region
involved in mediating scaffolding-scaffolding interactions (8,
14). This suggests that the arrangement of scaffolding subunits
might be altered within the mutant procapsids. In order to
determine if this is the case, we used electron cryomicroscopy
difference mapping to localize the binding sites of the mutant
scaffolding protein within the procapsid. Although the scaf-
folding location was previously inferred using difference map-
ping (19), the scaffolding density was not visible. This mutant
permitted us to directly observe for the first time density rep-
resenting the scaffolding protein itself.

Localization of scaffolding in R74C/L177I procapsids re-
veals coat-scaffolding interactions different from wild-type
scaffolding. The three-dimensional structures of the R74C/
L177I scaffolding-containing procapsids and procapsids assem-
bled in the absence of scaffolding (20) were compared to de-
termine the locations of the R74C/L77I scaffolding-coat
interaction. Figure 1 shows the identified differences. Specifi-
cally, significant differences are present at the trimer tips of the
b, c, d, e, f, and g subunits within the procapsid (Fig. 1). This
localization of R74C/L177I scaffolding differs from that of
wild-type scaffolding, in which coat-scaffolding interactions are
present only at the trimer tips of the b, c, f, and g subunits (19).
As with the wild-type scaffolding localization, the relatively
small size of the densities is believed to be the result of a highly
disordered region immediately preceding the C-terminal 30
amino acids that interact with the coat protein (18).

Visualization of R74C/L177I scaffolding within the procap-
sid. Members of our group have also determined the 15-Å
structure of the R74C/L177I procapsid (23), which depicts the
point of interaction between the R74C/L177I scaffolding and
coat proteins. Figure 2 shows an enlarged view of this 15-Å
procapsid structure inner surface contoured at 118% molecu-
lar volume (contour chosen based on the absence of floating
noise). At this contour the inner procapsid surface contains
knob-like densities at the trimer tips of the b, c, d, e, f, and g
subunits (Fig. 2, red density). Because this contour does not
result in the addition of floating noise but does reveal densities
consistent with our computed difference maps, we believe that
the additional densities present at this contour are significant.
Furthermore, the observed density corresponds to an approx-
imately 15- by 20- by 25-Å region with an approximate molec-
ular mass of 8 kDa that is consistent with the expected size of

the C-terminal 30-amino-acid scaffolding protein coat binding
domain (18). Consequently, we attribute the observed densities
at the trimer tips of the b, c, d, e, f, and g subunits to this
ordered region of the scaffolding protein.

Effects of the R74C/L177I mutation on scaffolding binding.
In the wild-type scaffolding localization (19), we proposed that
the scaffolding was bound to the coat lattice as dimers spanning
approximately 40 Å across the coat trimer tips within a single
trimer cluster (Fig. 3A, b-g and c-f subunits). In this mutant
scaffolding localization, we observed these coat-scaffolding in-
teractions and two additional interactions at the e-d subunits.
To account for these additional observed densities, we propose
that the R74C/L177I mutation allows the scaffolding dimer to
alter its conformation such that the dimer is capable of span-
ning a greater distance. Thus, this altered scaffolding dimer
would allow stable binding of a scaffolding dimer between
neighboring trimer clusters spanning a distance of 50 Å (Fig.
3B, d-e subunits) while also allowing the wild-type dimeric
scaffolding interactions to remain. The temperature sensitivity
of this mutant could be explained if the scaffolding subunits
must partially unfold in order to form this interaction. This
possibility is consistent with observations that a domain of the
mutant scaffolding protein is significantly destabilized with re-
spect to the wild-type protein (8).

This model suggests that scaffolding monomers are able to
bind to any trimer cluster tip but that only those scaffolding
molecules that have formed dimers are stably bound. Interest-
ingly, the mutant procapsids do not appear to contain more
molecules of scaffolding protein than wild-type procapsids (6),
suggesting that wild-type procapsids contain a class of scaffold-
ing molecules that do not bind the coat lattice in an ordered
fashion consistent with this model.

Implications for scaffolding release. This altered R74C/
L177I scaffolding dimer may explain the difficulty in release of
the mutant scaffolding proteins through either steric hindrance
or extremely tight coat-scaffolding interactions. Specifically,
the presence of the additional scaffolding dimers, which are
presumably monomers in the wild-type procapsid, may steri-
cally hinder exit of scaffolding through the approximately 35-

FIG. 2. View of the 15-Å-resolution R74C/L177I procapsid three-dimen-
sional structure inner surface contoured at 118% molecular volume. The three-
dimensional structure was determined using 697 400-kV flood beam particle
images with defocus values between 0.9 and 1.4 mm underfocus (23). Shown is
the region surrounding one hexon hole, with the density attributed to the R74C/
L177I scaffolding protein colored in red. The boundaries for the red density were
determined by visual comparison of the difference map shown in Fig. 1A and the
densities present at the trimer tips of the 15-Å-resolution R74C/L177I procapsid
structure.
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by 40-Å hexon hole. Alternatively, if the coat-scaffolding inter-
action at the d-e coat subunits is extremely tight, due to the
altered conformation of the scaffolding dimer at these sites,
then this scaffolding dimer may never release. At concentra-
tions of denaturant twice that sufficient to extract all the wild-
type scaffolding in vitro, approximately a third of the mutant
scaffolding subunits remain bound to the coat lattice (6), so this
population may represent the subunits bound as altered
dimers.
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FIG. 3. Schematic of proposed scaffolding dimer organization within the P22
procapsid. Shown is the icosahedral lattice of the inner surface unit triangle with
the seven quasi-equivalent coat subunits labeled a to g. The dark gray dumbbells
connecting pairs of scaffolding-containing subunits indicate the positions of scaf-
folding dimers. The elongated black regions indicate the locations of the hexon
holes. (A) Dimeric organization of wild-type scaffolding is within trimer clusters
between the b-g and c-f subunits, as previously proposed (19). (B) Proposed
dimeric organization of R74C/L177I scaffolding. Dimers form both within trimer
clusters (b-g and c-f subunits) and across trimer clusters (e-d subunits).
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